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Beckey Guide
Comprehensive climbing approach, route guides to Washington's Cascades.
This book outlines an approach to teaching and learning in physical education that prioritises
meaningful experiences for pupils, using case studies to illustrate how practitioners have
implemented this approach across international contexts. Prioritising the idea of
meaningfulness positions movement as a primary way to enrich the quality of young people’s
lives, shifting the focus of physical education programs to better suit the needs of
contemporary young learners and resist the utilitarian health-oriented views of physical
education that currently predominate in many schools and policy documents. The book draws
on the philosophy of physical education to articulate the main rationale for prioritising
meaningful experiences, before identifying potential and desired outcomes for participants. It
highlights the distinct characteristics of meaningful physical education and its content, and
outlines teaching and learning principles and strategies, supported by pedagogical cases that
show what meaningful physical education can look like in school-based teaching and in higher
education-based teacher education. With an emphasis on good pedagogical practice, this is
essential reading for all pre-service and in-service physical education teachers or coaches
working in youth sport.
An outstanding mountaineer's informative portraits of thirty-five great and representative North
American peaks--including Mounts McKinley and St. Helens, Pike's Peak, Ship Rock, and
Mount Whitney
* Cascades climbing routes -- the guidebooks relied on for more than 25 years * Northwest
climbing legend Fred Beckey has summited and explored hundreds of Cascade peaks * Handdrawn maps and photos with route overlays, as well as approach information Volume II in the
classic Cascade Alpine Guide series features expert information on more than 300 climbing
and high routes in the Cascades. This volume covers the middle of the Cascade Range, from
the foothills east of Puget Sound to Lake Chelan. You'll find geographical, historical, and
geological overviews of the majestic mid-Cascade region, plus important tips on safety and
backcountry usage. Legendary author/climber Fred Beckey includes technical and grade
information for each route to make clear exactly what type of climb you are embarking upon.
Washington state offers a variety of outstanding wilderness destinations for a broad range of
mountaineering activities, all within close proximity to civilization. 75 Scrambles in Washington
is the first guidebook for Washington to target the realm of nontechnical mountain ascents,
otherwise known as scrambles.
Prominent experts from science and the humanities explore issues in robot ethics that range
from sex to war. Robots today serve in many roles, from entertainer to educator to executioner.
As robotics technology advances, ethical concerns become more pressing: Should robots be
programmed to follow a code of ethics, if this is even possible? Are there risks in forming
emotional bonds with robots? How might society—and ethics—change with robotics? This
volume is the first book to bring together prominent scholars and experts from both science
and the humanities to explore these and other questions in this emerging field. Starting with an
overview of the issues and relevant ethical theories, the topics flow naturally from the
possibility of programming robot ethics to the ethical use of military robots in war to legal and
policy questions, including liability and privacy concerns. The contributors then turn to humanrobot emotional relationships, examining the ethical implications of robots as sexual partners,
caregivers, and servants. Finally, they explore the possibility that robots, whether biologicalcomputational hybrids or pure machines, should be given rights or moral consideration. Ethics
is often slow to catch up with technological developments. This authoritative and accessible
volume fills a gap in both scholarly literature and policy discussion, offering an impressive
collection of expert analyses of the most crucial topics in this increasingly important field.
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You don't have to be a rock star to top out on these routes--and you can fit them in anytime
you have a day or two free. More than 300 trad and sport climbs from 5.0 to 5.10a.

Today most Americans live in the city or suburbs--a safe, comfortable life, at least on
the surface. Few of us realize how close we are to the elemental struggle for survival,
until disaster strikes. Yet it is possible to be prepared. In this uniquely practical
handbook, Tom Brown, Jr. gives you the specific skills and detailed knowledge you
need to protect yourself and those you love in almost any emergency. * Alternative heat
and light sources * Preventing and coping with electrical failure * Automobile survival
techniques * Protecting your home from intruders * Unconventional food sources for the
city dweller * Surviving earthquakes, floods, blizzards, hurricanes, and more * Guarding
against urban crime
Details 49 ascent routes, features 5 maps and 75 photos. Includes notes on natural
history.
Featuring more than 1,500 routes throughout the state of Washington, this popular
guide has now been completely updated and expanded. Explore the granite cliffs of
Index, Leavenworth, Darrington, and Tieton River Canyon; tackle the exposed alpine
routes on the spires at Washington Pass; or hang from steep sport climbs at North
Bend, Frenchman Coulee, and Marcus and China Bend near Spokane. Several sport
and traditional areas included have never before been covered in a guidebook. Detailed
maps, topos, and photos complement the route descriptions and ratings to provide
climbers with a complete package. Rock Climbing Washington is the perfect book to
take on your next climbing adventure in the Evergreen State.
Part history, part biography, part climbing guide, Schurman Rock: A History & Guide
describes the design and construction of Schurman Rock, the world's first artificial
climbing wall, built in 1938-39 at Camp Long in Seattle, Washington. The book includes
a history of the creation of Camp Long by by William G. Long, a Superior Court judge,
who seized the opportunity to turn an unused 68-acre tract of swampy forest land into a
wilderness camp for youth, and a biography of Clark Schurman, a Scoutmaster and
Chief Climbing Guide at Mount Rainier, who envisioned and then built his "dream rock"
to provide a place to teach mountaineering skills to youth. Thousands of kids and
adults, including Fred Beckey and Jim and Lou Whittaker, learned to climb on
Schurman Rock over the past 80 years. In 1938, Schurman published an article
describing 22 routes on the rock--"short bits" as he called them. This book expands on
this with a guide to several boulder problems on the rock. Includes many historic photos
and a foreword by Pacific Northwest climbing legend Jim Whittaker.
A fantastic book! Timothy Egan describes his journeys in the Pacific Northwest through
visits to salmon fisheries, redwood forests and the manicured English gardens of
Vancouver. Here is a blend of history, anthropology and politics.
Describes a variety of climbs in the Teton Range and discusses essentials of rock
climbing
Acquaintance rape is a crime like no other. Unlike burglary or embezzlement or any
other felony, the victim often comes under more suspicion than the alleged perpetrator.
This is especially true if the victim is sexually active, if she had been drinking prior to
the assault--and if the man she accuses plays on a popular sports team. For a woman
in this situation, the pain of being forced into sex against her will is only the beginning of
her ordeal. If she decides to go to the police, undertrained officers sometimes ask if she
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has a boyfriend, implying that she is covering up infidelity. She is told rape is extremely
difficult to prove and repeatedly asked if she really wants to press charges. If she does
want to charge her assailant, district attorneys frequently refuse to prosecute. If the
assailant is indicted, even though a victim's name is supposed to be kept confidential,
rumors start in the community and on social media, labeling her a slut, unbalanced, an
attention-seeker. The vanishingly small but highly publicized incidents of false
accusations are used to dismiss her claims in the press. If the case goes to trial, the
woman's entire personal life often becomes fair game for the defense attorneys. This
brutal reality goes a long way toward enplaning why acquaintance rape is the most
underreported crime in America. In addition to physical trauma, its victims often suffer
devastating psychological damage that leads to feelings of shame, emotional paralysis,
and stigmatization. In Missoula, Krakauer chronicles the experiences of several women
in Missoula--the nights when they were raped, their fear and self-doubt in the aftermath;
the way they were treated by the police, prosecutors, defense attorneys; the public
vilification and private anguish; their bravery in pushing forward and what it cost them.
* A classic of mountaineering literature * Beckey's name is synonymous with
mountaineering in Alaska, Canada and the western US * Peppered with personal
anecdotes and unique photographs This biography of Alaska's Mount McKinley
presents a complete history of one of the world's great mountains. Author and famed
mountaineer Fred Beckey starts with McKinley's geology and covers early human
history, from native associations with Denali to the influx of Russian fur traders and
American prospectors. The mountaineering history of McKinley follows, with a look at
the gold seekers and surveyors who were among the first to map the region. Beckey
examines the efforts of those who raced to be first on McKinley's summit and details
the first complete ascent by Hudson Stuck in 1913. The chronology continues with
profiles of notable summit attempts, including those of the author himself. Also included
is information about the challenges and logistics of climbing Mount McKinley, with
information on planning, permits, suggested routes, and what to expect. Personal
anecdotes and previously unpublished photographs make this volume a must-have for
historians and climbers everywhere.
From his early days working out of his dorm room and shooting on film to becoming a
Nikon ambassador and official photographer of the historic Dawn Wall ascent, Corey
Rich has been capturing iconic shots of adventure superstars for more than two
decades. Now Corey tells how he got some of his favorite images of climbers,
adventurers, skiers, performance artists, and more. He shares insights into the
business of photography, photography tips, outdoor lessons, and what he has learned
about human nature along the way. Featured outdoor athletes include: Tommy Caldwell
Project Bandaloop Beth Rodden Lynn Hill Ashima Shiraishi Kelly Slater Bear Grylls
Alex Honnold Fred Beckey and many more
Adventurist Jim Wickwire has lived life on the edge -- literally. An eyewitness to glory,
terror, and tragedy above 20,000 feet, he has braved bitter cold, blinding storms, and
avalanches to become what the Los Angeles Times calls "one of America's most
extraordinary and accomplished high-altitude mountaineers." Although his incredible
exploits have inspired a feature on 60 Minutes, an award-winning PBS documentary, a
Broadway play, and a full-length film, he hasn't told his remarkable story in his own
words -- until now. Among the world's most intrepid and fearless climbers, Jim Wickwire
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has traveled the globe, from Alaska to the Alps, from the Andes to the Himalayas, in
search of fresh challenges and new heights to conquer. Along the way he accumulated
an extraordinary roster of historic achievements. He was one of the first two Americans
to reach the summit of the 28,250-foot K2, the world's second highest peak,
acknowledged as the toughest and most dangerous to climb. He completed the first
alpine-style ascent of Alaska's forbidding Mt. McKinley, spending several nights without
tents in snowcaves, crevasses, and open bivouacs. But with the triumphs came
harrowing incidents of suffering and loss that haunt him still. On one climb, his shoulder
broken by a fall, he watched helplessly as a friend slowly froze to death, trapped in an
ice crevasse. Buffeted by storms, Wickwire spent two weeks utterly alone on a remote
glacier before his rescue. On two other expeditions he witnessed three fellow climbers
plunge thousands of feet, vanishing into the mountain mist. A successful Seattle
attorney, Wickwire climbed his first mountain in 1960 and discovered the wonder of
leaving behind the complexities of the civilized world for the pure life-and-death logic of
granite, glacier, and snow. Deeply compelled by the allure of nature and the thrill of risk,
he pushed himself to the limits of physical and mental endurance for thirty-five years,
ultimately climbing into legend. After more than three decades of uncommon
challenges, Wickwire faced a crisis of heart -- a turning point that threatened his faith in
himself and his hope in the future. How he reassessed his priorities and rededicated his
life -- to his family and to his community -- completes a unique and moving portrait of
one man's courage, commitment , and grace under pressure. Addicted to Danger is a
tale of adventure in its truest sense.
Traces the history of one of the oldest outdoor clubs in the United States, and describes
how it has introduced outdoor skills and conservation ethics to thousands of climbers,
hikers, and skiers
California's 14,000-foot peaks are altogether different from those in Colorado or
Washington. In most cases they are steep, sheer-walled spires found in remote, pristine
wilderness areas. Porcella and Burns have spent years climbing many of the listed
routes and have extensively researched all others to create the only route guide that
includes several options for each fourteener. Each mountain description includes
access, history, and details such as difficulty ratings and gear recommendations.
The godfather of North Cascades climbing updates the third of his seminal guides to
this wild range. Included are 10 new topos, updated maps, over 100 photographs (75
with route overlays), route information and driving directions.Hikers, scramblers, serious
climbers and Northwest rescue organizations, alike, have relied on Fred Beckey's
Cascade Alpine Guides for decades to lead them through this wild mountain range. In
addition to their comprehensiveness, the books provide a rare combination of aerial
photos with route overlays, three-dimensional illustrated maps and climbing topos.The
section of the North Cascades covered in this volume is roughly a pie-shaped area
bounded by Hwy 97 and the Columbia River to the east, Lake Chelan to the west, and
Hwy 20 to the north. Except for glaciers and some year-round snow fields, it's mostly
dry, lonesome, open country, with beautiful granite spires jutting to the sky.
* The most-referenced guidebook for Idaho climbers * Includes the trails, approaches,
and access information for Idaho's peaks Whether it's a technical ascent of the great
west wall of Elephants Perch or a scramble to the summit of 12,662-foot Mount Borah,
here's your key to high adventure in Idaho. At each new printing, Tom Lopez has
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updated and expanded his encyclopedic guide to more than 800 summits. All the
features that made the first edition so popular are here -- detailed route descriptions,
difficulty ratings, summit heights, access information to hundreds of roads and trails,
extensive sections on historyand geology, and much, much more. You won't find a
more thorough guide anywhere! Learn more about climbing in Idaho by visiting the
author's website:www.idahoaclimbingguide.com.

This latest volume of climbing's 'journal of record' offers the most complete
picture available of who did what in 2000. More than 150 photos, maps, and
topos.
The comprehensive guide to the place that brought sport climbing to North
America— a full-color, thoroughly updated new edition Smith Rock State Park. It
was on the impressive crags of this Oregon hideaway that American sport
climbing came into its own, and to this day, some of the hardest climbs in the
United States are found on these walls. Alan Watts, who has played a leading
role in the development of this popular rock-climbing destination, details more
than 1,700 routes at Smith Rock and the surrounding area. This new edition
updates hundreds of routes, includes hundreds of new ones, and has new photos
of each crag, wall, and route. No other guide is as comprehensive or thorough,
and no author more respected for his intimate knowledge of one of the world's
most popular climbing destinations.
* Fred Beckey is synonomous with Cascades climbing and is said to have
completed more first ascents than any other climber in history * Includes detailed
appendix of all Beckey's ascents from 1936-1968 This book documents more
than three decades of adventure in the peaks of the North Cascades. In this
absorbing memoir, climbing legend Fred Beckey shares his unique experiences,
from achieving personal triumphs to facing the challenges of nature. It's a must
for every mountaineering enthusiast's bookshelf!
NATIONAL BESTSELLER • A "gripping book about this extraordinary man who
lived passionately and died unnecessarily" (USA Today) in post-9/11
Afghanistan, from the bestselling author of Into the Wild and Into Thin Air. In
2002, Pat Tillman walked away from a multimillion-dollar NFL contract to join the
Army and became an icon of American patriotism. When he was killed in
Afghanistan two years later, a legend was born. But the real Pat Tillman was
much more remarkable, and considerably more complicated than the public
knew. Sent first to Iraq—a war he would openly declare was “illegal as hell” —and
eventually to Afghanistan, Tillman was driven by emotionally charged, sometimes
contradictory notions of duty, honor, justice, and masculine pride, and he was
determined to serve his entire three-year commitment. But on April 22, 2004, his
life would end in a barrage of bullets fired by his fellow soldiers. Though obvious
to most of the two dozen soldiers on the scene that a ranger in Tillman’s own
platoon had fired the fatal shots, the Army aggressively maneuvered to keep this
information from Tillman’s family and the American public for five weeks
following his death. During this time, President Bush used Tillman’s name to
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promote his administration’ s foreign policy. Long after Tillman’s nationally
televised memorial service, the Army grudgingly notified his closest relatives that
he had “probably” been killed by friendly fire while it continued to dissemble
about the details of his death and who was responsible. Drawing on Tillman’s
journals and letters and countless interviews with those who knew him and
extensive research in Afghanistan, Jon Krakauer chronicles Tillman’s riveting,
tragic odyssey in engrossing detail highlighting his remarkable character and
personality while closely examining the murky, heartbreaking circumstances of
his death. Infused with the power and authenticity readers have come to expect
from Krakauer’s storytelling, Where Men Win Glory exposes shattering truths
about men and war. This edition has been updated to reflect new developments
and includes new material obtained through the Freedom of Information Act.
"Twenty years in the making, The Climbers shares a stunning collection of
images of some of the icons of mountaineering *Portraits that reveal the core of
their remarkable subjects *A visual history of special significance to climbers of
all ages *Beautifully packaged in a cloth slip case to enhance its collectability. For
nearly 2 decades, professional photographer Jim Herrington has been working
on a portrait series of influential rock and mountain climbers. The Climbers
documents these rugged individualists who, from roughly the 1930s to 1970s,
used primitive gear along with their considerable wits, talent, and fortitude to
tackle unscaled peaks around the world. Today, these men and women are
renowned for their past accomplishments and, in many cases, are the last of the
remaining practitioners from the so-called Golden Age of 20th century climbing."-Fred Beckey's 100 Favorite North American Climbs is the magnum opus of the
greatest American climber of the past century. Fred’s intimate, detailed
knowledge of the mountains and climbs he chronicles here create an
unparalleled guidebook and must-have for every climber’s bookshelf – as well as
a great read for any armchair adventurer. Filled with hand-drawn climbing topos,
photos, narrative description, side notes and 40 extra climbs of note in each of
the eight geographical regions. This is the guide for every climber’s bookshelf.
* Guidebook details 80 climbing routes throughout Alaska * Includes photos,
many with route overlays, topo route maps, climbing difficulty and time
information, ratings, and more Alaska mountain guides Mike Wood and Colby
Coombs have teamed up to write this definitive climbing guidebook targeting the
more experienced climber. This is the ultimate guidebook for every climber
intending to scale the mountains of one of the nation's last best wild places.
Alaska: A Climbing Guide offers climbers a range of routes in the Chugach
Range, the Alaska Range, the Fairweather Range, and more. Each of the routes
has been climbed, documented, checked, and double-checked by the authors to
ensure accuracy and safety. Interesting personal experiences are included as are
accounts of first ascents from Fred Beckey, John Krakauer, and David Roberts.
First comprehensive account of the 19th-century exploration and survey of the northern
Cascades
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"The gripping articles collected in Classic Krakauer--originally published in magazines
such as The New Yorker, Outside, and Smithsonian--show why he is considered a
standard-bearer of modern journalism. Spanning an extraordinary range of subjects
and locations, these pieces take us from a horrifying avalanche on Mount Everest to a
volcano poised to obliterate a big chunk of Seattle; from a wilderness teen-therapy
program run by apparent sadists to an otherworldly cave in New Mexico, studied by
NASA to better understand Mars; from the notebook of one Fred Beckey, who
catalogued the greatest unclimbed mountaineering routes on the planet, to the last
days of legendary surfer Mark Foo. Rigorously researched and vividly written, marked
by an unerring instinct for storytelling and scoop, these pieces are unified by the
author's ambivalent love affair with unruly landscapes and his relentless search for
truth"-Fred Beckey's 100 Favorite North American Climbs is the culmination of a 70-year
career of first ascents and features compelling writing about the mountains and
mountain life. Includes route tips, natural history, and climbing lore. Filled with handdrawn climbing topos, photos, narrative description, side notes and 40 extra climbs of
note in each of the eight geographical regions.
The long-awaited revision of Fred Beckey's comprehensive and indispensable climbing
guide is here at last. The first volume in the classic Cascade Alpine Guide series,
Columbia River to Stevens Pass features expert information on more than 300 climbing
and high routes, including Mount Rainier. Here you'll find geographical, historical, and
geological overviews of the majestic North Cascades region, plus important tips on
safety and backcountry usage and enough technical and grade information to make
clear exactly what type of route you are embarking upon. The new, third edition is
thoroughly revised and updated with new maps and photos, plus all the most recent
resource materials. Without a doubt, this exhaustive resource should be a staple in
every serious mountaineer's collection.
Volume II in the classic "Cascade Alpine Guide" seriesfeatures expert information on
more than 300 climbing andhigh routes in the Cascades. This volume covers themiddle
of the Cascade Range, from the foothills east ofPuget Sound to Lake Chelan. You'll find
geographical,historical, and geological overviews of the majestic mid-Cascade ......
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